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Product Manager (KYC/KYB)
Description
Binance is the global blockchain company behind the world’s largest digital asset
exchange by trading volume and users, serving a greater mission to accelerate
cryptocurrency adoption and increase the freedom of money.
Are you looking to be a part of the most influential company in the blockchain
industry and contribute to the crypto-currency revolution that is changing the world?
We are looking for an experienced Product Manager to focus on KYB/KYC products
related to the safekeeping of digital assets.
You’ll transform ideas into strategy and product features, following agile
development practices to deliver the final product from start to finish. To succeed in
this role, you should be a data driven, creative leader and problem-solver with a
passion for the crypto industry.

Responsibilities
Responsible for our KYB/KYC product architecture design
Responsible for the integration of KYB/KYC vendors
Responsible for the improvement of KYB/KYC process including backend
and frontend
Collect and analyze feedback from customers, stakeholders and other
teams, consolidate them into requirements, features and end products
Communicate with senior management with product plans and roadmaps
Produce and review product requirements documents (PRD)
Ensure products and releases are launched correctly and on schedule
Track and push development and testing progress. Track and analyze key
user metrics in order to form feedback loop to improve our products and
services.

Hiring organization
Binance
Binance is the world’s leading
blockchain and cryptocurrency
infrastructure provider with a
financial product suite that includes
the largest digital asset exchange by
volume.
Trusted
by
millions
worldwide, the Binance platform is
dedicated to increasing the freedom
of money for users, and features an
unmatched portfolio of crypto
products and offerings, including:
trading and finance, education, data
and
research,
social
good,
investment
and
incubation,
decentralization and infrastructure
solutions, and more. For more
information,
visit:
https://www.binance.com

Employment Type
Full-time

Industry
Internet

Job Location
Singapore

Date posted
Qualifications
Minimum 3 years of proven experience as a KYB/KYC Product Manager.
Blockchain, Finance experience is a plus. Experience in global facing
products preferred.
Experience in internationally renowned Internet companies, (Knowledge of
FinTech products is a great bonus)
Good understanding of KYB/KYC
Experience in product lifecycle management, preferably in agile framework
Good skills in PRD. Data driven experience is a plus
Excellent communication skills
Problem-solving aptitude

November 26, 2021
Apply

Job Benefits
Do something meaningful; Be a part of the future of finance technology and
the no.1 company in the industry
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Fast moving, challenging and unique business problems
International work environment and flat organisation
Great career development opportunities in a growing company
Possibility for relocation and international transfers mid-career
Competitive salary
Flexible working hours, Casual work attire
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